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From the
Driver’s
Seat
by Austin Miles, cattle and
technology research associate |
ramiles@noble.org

G

rowing up, my
grandfather
would tell me
“remember,
you’re in charge,” every
time I would pull away
with a load of calves or on
a tractor heading for the
fields. My safety was his
primary concern, as well
as the well-being of his
equipment and livestock. However, there were
deeper messages in his words: pay attention,
think for yourself and be responsible for your
actions. Every choice has a consequence,
good or bad. Working in agriculture is an
inherently dangerous profession, and safety
must be a priority for every producer. Using
proper animal handling and stockmanship
principles, along with a little common sense,
can keep stress and incident levels to a minimum. This is especially true when loading,
transporting and unloading livestock.
continued on next page
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FIGURE 1: RECOMMENDED CATTLE TRAILER STOCKING DENSITIES
Maximum number of cattle by size for various trailer dimensions.
Trailer
size (ft.)

400 (lbs.)

600

800

1,000

1,200

1,400

1,600

Total Cattle
Weight (lbs.)*

14 x 6

16

11

8

6

5

5

4

< 6,500

16 x 6

18

12

9

7

6

5

5

< 7,400

18 x 6

21

14

10

8

7

6

5

< 8,400

22 x 6

25

17

13

10

8

7

6

< 10,200

24 x 6

28

18

14

11

9

8

7

< 11,100

26 x 6

30

20

15

12

10

9

8

< 12,000

30 x 6

35

23

17

14

12

10

9

< 13,900

34 x 6

39

26

20

16

13

11

10

< 15,700

20 x 7

27

18

13

11

9

8

7

< 10,800

24 x 7

32

22

16

13

11

9

8

< 13,000

28 x 7

38

25

19

15

13

11

9

< 15,100

32 x 7

43

29

22

17

14

12

11

< 17,300

Source: Michael J. Baker, Ph.D., beef cattle extension specialist at Cornell University
This chart represents recommendations for polled and dehorned cattle. Reduce the number of cattle by 5 percent when hauling
horned cattle. During hot and cold conditions, decrease the number of head loaded to prevent additional stress.
*The maximum weight of cattle for each trailer size with these calculations. Do not exceed the gross vehicle rating for your
truck and trailer. Adapted from Jim Turner and Clyde Lane, North Carolina State University.
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The biological impact of stress in cattle is
a complex interaction of stimuli and the endocrine system of the animal. A review of scientific
literature shows cattle that are handled poorly
prior to transport, loaded incorrectly or mishandled after unloading are more likely to become
ill, have greater shrink and exercise decreased
performance post-transport. Improper handling
during transport can also have negative carcass impacts, such as bruising or dark-cutters,
decreasing that animal’s value at harvest.
In my experience, with ranchers and professional transporters alike, the goal when
shipping cattle is “get them on the truck and
down the road.” Working in a timely fashion is
absolutely important, but some precautions
and planning should be taken before, during
and after the cattle arrive at their destination.

GET TO YOUR
DESTINATION QUICKLY
AND SAFELY:

Working in agriculture is an inherently
dangerous profession, and safety must be a
priority for every producer.
some instances, the majority source of a producer’s annual income is riding in your trailer.
They are entrusting you and your abilities to
safely deliver their livestock to market in a safe
and efficient manner. Do not assume that
responsibility carelessly or lightly.

TRAILER SPACE AND
LOAD DENSITY:

Know your route and plan for any impediments. Try to avoid unnecessary stops and
drive responsibly, respecting your cargo
as well as other motorists on the road. Be
mindful of the trip duration, time of day and
weather conditions the cattle will experience
while in transit. The less time livestock have to
spend on the road, the better.

Just because they can fit doesn’t mean
they should. Overloading a trailer is not
only dangerous to the safety and well-being of the cattle, but it can be hazardous
for the driver if he or she is not able to
safely stop or control their vehicle due to
improper load distribution or exceeding
the capability of their trailer and/or truck.
Utilize cut-gates so animals have the
space they require but also remain secure
so they cannot harm one another due to
over- or under-loading.

TREAT THEM LIKE
YOUR OWN:

CHECK YOUR GATES,
THEN CHECK AGAIN:

Care for the animals like they are your own,
regardless if a bill of laden has been signed. In
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If you’re not sure, go look for yourself. The last
thing anyone wants to do is chase after cattle

that escape the pens or loading facility because
a gate was not securely closed.

REMEMBER, YOU DO NOT
HAVE A STATIC LOAD:
Cattle move and shift in a trailer, and
their movement affects your vehicle and
how it operates going down the road.
Make gradual stops and turns, as well
as smooth and steady starts to help the
cattle maintain their balance and footing.
Animals that slip and fall can become
injured or lame, a situation that no livestock producer wants to encounter.

The Transportation Quality Assurance
Program offered by the national Beef Quality
Assurance (BQA) program is an invaluable
resource for anyone who hauls livestock,
no matter your skill level or trailer size. The
ability to efficiently and effectively move
cattle from location to location is important
to minimize stress, reduce shrink and ensure
cattle can perform at their best after they
walk off your trailer. You are in charge, and
it is your responsibility that you and your
cargo safely arrive at your destination.
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Deer Stay
One Hoof
Ahead
of Hunters
by Stephen L. Webb, Ph.D., landscape
ecologist | slwebb@noble.org

D

eer season is here. Before
heading into the woods,
the information we learned
from a two-year study may
change how you scout and hunt. The
bottom line is that bucks change their
behavior to avoid detection by hunters, so it will take a change on the
hunter’s part to successfully harvest
or observe deer.
This research project addressed
some of the most frequently asked questions or concerns.
continued on page 5
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Buck Movement
in Low and High
Density Areas
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PRESEASON PREDICTED USE
LOW DENSITY

CONTROL
AREA

One hunter
assigned to
every 250 acres

Researchers at the Noble Research Institute developed a scientific project to better
understand how hunting pressure may affect
buck behavior. This study was completed on
the Noble Research Institute’s Oswalt Ranch
located in south-central Oklahoma.

TERRAIN

The 4,600 acres of rolling hills are covered by
forests, grasslands, and areas that are a mix
between the two, so it is visually similar to much
of the white-tail deer’s range.

STUDY AREAS

The ranch was divided into three areas. First,
researchers set aside a control area that served as a
refuge where hunting did not take place. The other
two areas varied in hunter density. In the low-density unit area, one hunter was assigned to 250
acres. In the high-density unit area, one hunter was
assigned to 75 acres.

64%

High-density hunting
area change.

In the
high- density unit
collared
buck
observations declined 64
percent from the first to
second weekend.

HIGH DENSITY

One hunter assigned to
every 75 acres

83%

HUNT PREDICTED USE

Low-density hunting
area change.

Observations of
collared
bucks
declined
83 percent
from the first to the
third weekend in the
low-density unit.

High deer activity here preseason, but not
the best location when the pressure is on.
Formerly
low-use area
predicted to
be high-use
after pressure
begins.

We confirmed observations of collared
bucks by comparing GPS locations of the
observed buck to the GPS locations of the
hunter. Yes, we made hunters carry GPS
units so we knew where they were every minute.
All bucks used in the study were at least
2.5 years of age by the hunting season.
A total of 52 bucks were collared during
the 36-day period.

400

Yards per hour

350

Risk
Day

250

150
100

Low

Highest

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

High Hunter Density
Low Hunter Density
Refuge

300

200

High

Moderate

AVERAGE BUCK MOVEMENT RATES ACROSS THE 36-DAY STUDY
450

Lowest

Peak
Rut

No-Risk
Day

Deer Poaching – Is There a Solution:
www.noble.org/deer-poaching
Early Deer Harvest Assists Population Management: www.noble.org/early-harvest
Passing the Buck Increases Antler Size:
www.noble.org/passing-the-buck
White-Tailed Deer: Their Foods and Management in the Cross Timbers: www.noble.org/store
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continued from page 5

WHAT IS THE PRIMARY
CAUSE OF MORTALITY
IN BUCKS?

Previous research tells us that, in managed deer populations, most deer are lost
through harvest. Our hunters were not
allowed to harvest bucks with collars, but
harvest was still the leading cause of buck
mortality in our study. We lost eight bucks
to some form of illegal harvest (known as
poaching). As a reminder since hunting
season is upon us, it’s important to report
any suspicious hunting activity to your
state game department. Aaron Haines,
Ph.D., an associate professor of conservation biology, mammalogy and ornithology
at Millersville University in Pennsylvania,
and I have compiled a list of hotlines for
reporting poaching activity within each
state. You can find it on the Quality Deer
Management Association website: www.
qdma.com/hunt/turn-in-poachers.

I AM SEEING FEWER AND
FEWER DEER.

Many hunters think the moon and weather
influence deer movement and behavior. However, scientific research shows the moon and
weather do not consistently influence deer
behavior. But, we as hunters and scientists do
agree that the rut consistently influences deer
movement – movement increases. During rut
is usually when we like to hunt because we
see more deer. But what if you aren’t seeing
many deer, or what if you see fewer and fewer
deer as the hunting season progresses?
We found that collared buck observations
were greatest during the first weekend of the
Oklahoma deer rifle season. Observations of
collared bucks declined 83 percent from the
first to the third weekend in the low-density
unit. In the high-density unit, buck observations declined 64 percent from the first to
second weekend. Despite more hunters in the
high-density unit, hunters did not observe
any collared bucks on the last weekend. The
GPS collars showed the bucks were still in the
high-density unit but successfully evaded the
hunters.

WHY AM I SEEING
FEWER DEER?

You may be seeing fewer bucks because
movement during daylight hours (legal
hours of shooting) declined from the start
of the study through the end. Results suggest that buck observations may decline
because bucks move less in general, so
hunters aren’t able to see them. Bucks that
moved more were in fact observed more
often than bucks that moved less.
We found that collared bucks were
not moving outside of their normal home
range during the hunting season. However, they did use smaller home ranges
during the hunting season. The use of
these smaller areas were usually within a
larger annual home range. Data suggests

Noble Research Institute’s Oswalt Ranch in Southern Oklahoma is home to over 4,600 acres
of wildlife habitat. The ranch is also used to graze cattle.
that when a buck detects a threat, from
hunters for example, the buck may move
less and confine his movement to smaller
ranges.

I AM SEEING FEWER DEER,
SO DEER MUST
BE USING A REFUGE.

We found a pattern of greater use in the
low- and high-density units prior to the
hunting season but greater use of the “refuge” area during hunting season compared
to the two hunted units. The changes were
not dramatic, meaning the bucks didn’t just
leave an area to use the refuge. Considering how loyal bucks are to home ranges, a
more likely explanation is the bucks using
the refuge probably used it before the
hunting season. These bucks likely just
shifted their use within a home range to
the refuge. The shifting of smaller home
ranges could be one way deer find localized safety areas when hunters are afield.

DEER AREN’T USING
AREAS THEY DID BEFORE.

Analyzing habitat use of bucks during preseason and the hunting season revealed
some very interesting trends. As we would
guess, bucks did not use areas frequented
by humans. Bucks avoided human developments and roads during the preseason
and hunting season. Perhaps bucks figured
out that hunters spent more time closer to
roads because of access or ease of travel.
Another feature bucks may use is ponds,
but ponds can be selected by hunters too.
Some hunters like to sit around ponds in
wait of a buck to satisfy his thirst. During

the preseason, bucks did tend to use areas
closer to ponds, but this pattern changed
during the hunting season when bucks
started using areas farther away from
ponds.

HOW DO I DECIDE WHERE
TO HUNT?

We developed maps to show how deer
behavior changed as a result of hunting
season (See page 5). The first map is a representation of where deer most like to be
before hunting season. The blue areas are
where bucks most like to be, and the brown
areas are where bucks spend less time.
Now that hunting season has arrived,
bucks have changed their habitat use to
avoid detection. Now the areas you selected
to hunt (hopefully the blue areas) are no longer the areas preferred by bucks.
Take a look at the second map based
on the change in habitat use by bucks. We
still see general consistencies in where
bucks like to be, but some areas have
completely shifted in how deer use them.
In the southwest corner of the property,
we have a low-use area that became a preferred-use area during hunting season.
The same pattern goes for high-use
areas, where you would hunt. Maybe now it
is an area that isn’t as preferred, like in the
eastern portion of the study area. If you only
hunt one stand and it’s in this area, then your
chances of finding that dream buck may be
diminishing with each passing day. Our recommendation is to continue camera surveys
or scouting efforts throughout the season to
monitor buck behavior but try to minimize
disturbance to deer while in the field. Most
importantly, be adaptive, which may mean
changing stand locations.
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A rock weir constructed about
three decades ago
over a gully overfall. The weir has
filled in with soil
and vegetation,
including trees.

SOIL HEALTH

Rock Weirs and Flumes
Can Prevent Erosion
by Mike Porter, wildlife and fisheries consultant | mdporter@noble.org

R

ock weirs
and flumes
are effective
options for
preventing gully or
ditch formation and for
stopping the growth
of existing gullies or
ditches. Rock weirs
or flumes are placed
in earthen waterways
where water flow is concentrated such as
pond spillways, ditches along sloping roads,
waterways through sloping crop fields, and
locations where terraces release water into
ponds or ditches.
A rock weir is a relatively small, pervious dam-like structure that slows water
flow and releases water in a controlled
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FIGURE 1. UPSTREAM VIEW OF THE LEADING EDGE OF
A ROCK WEIR.

manner. A series of rock weirs may be
necessary to prevent erosion in relatively
long sloping waterways. A rock flume is a
chute-like structure where rocks line the
bottom and sides of the entire steep portion of a waterway. Rocks should extend up
the sides a little higher than water flow and
splash levels in a flume. When an earthen
waterway is especially steep, a rock flume
is usually more appropriate than a series of
weirs.
A rock weir or flume should be higher
on the sides than in the middle and wide
enough so water cannot travel around it
(Figure 1). A weir should direct water flow
over and through its middle. Where lateral
slopes on the sides of a weir are slight,
earthen terraces can be used to guide
water over and through a weir to prevent
water from flowing beside it.
To stop growth of an existing gully, a
rock weir should cover or seal the head or
overfall, which is the drop-off where water
falls into the gully (Figure 2). A gully with
a series of overfalls may need a rock weir
over each overfall. When covering the overfall of an existing gully, the top ledge above
the overfall should be covered with a layer

FIGURE 2. LATERAL VIEW OF A ROCK WEIR
MIDSECTION COVERING A GULLY OVERFALL.

of rock. Continuous rock should slope from
the top ledge to the bottom of the gully.
No soil under a weir or flume should be
visible through the rocks.
The rock size needed in a weir or flume
depends upon the maximum water volume and velocity. Weirs handling small
water volumes and velocities can utilize
6- to 8-inch rocks. Weirs with moderate
water volumes and velocities may need
12-inch riprap. Weirs with relatively high
water volumes and velocities, such as
waterways and spillways draining more
than 100 acres, may require 18-inch riprap.
Weirs should be designed to handle water
volumes and velocities during maximum
runoff events.
Smaller rocks can be placed and
shaped in weirs and flumes by hand or
using a tractor with a loader. Twelve-inch
riprap can be placed and shaped by hand
when building small weirs and flumes.
However, 12-inch riprap in large weirs
and flumes, and 18-inch riprap in all situations are best placed and shaped using
an excavator track hoe with an opposable
thumb attachment in combination with the
bucket, or alternatively, with a hydraulic

ONGOING RESEARCH

Wild Pigs and
Pecan Research
Study Update
The Noble Research Institute and Oklahoma
State University are partnering to learn more
about wild pig (also known as feral hogs, feral
swine or wild boar) ecology and behavior,
especially in agricultural landscapes and pecan
orchards. Global positioning system (GPS) collars and geographic information systems (GIS)
will be used to develop risk maps that identify
the likelihood of wild pigs using agricultural
crops and pecan orchards. From these risk
maps, areas can be prioritized for management intervention to reduce depredation and
damage or to control wild pig populations. The
data can also be used to guide pecan nut and
crop harvesting to minimize contamination by
foodborne pathogens such as salmonella and E.
coli. Findings from this study will be reported
in future issues of Ag News and Views.

grapple mechanism.
The most common mistakes I see in
weir and flume construction involve using
rocks that are too small for the maximum
water volume and velocity in a waterway;
using an inadequate amount of rocks; and
incorrectly shaping a weir, flume and/or
associated terraces to force all water to
flow over and through the rocks. Rocks
that are too small will be washed away,
causing a weir or flume to be ineffective.
An inadequate amount of rocks or an
incorrectly shaped weir or flume (and associated terraces when needed) allow water
to flow around the structure and usually
cause gully formation alongside the weir
or flume.
Rock, labor and machine hire expenses
for weir construction are not cheap, but
neither are land and topsoil that are conserved by weirs. Over time, most properly
constructed rock weirs tend to disappear
and blend into the landscape as soil and
plant particles collect in the rocks and
plants grow through the rocks. A properly
constructed rock weir or flume is a permanent solution for preventing or stopping
gully formation.
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RESOURCES

More News
and Books
Online
Keep up with the latest news and information from Noble Research Institute
consultants at www.noble.org
You can also purchase more books
about wildlife, plants and more at
www.noble.org/store

noble.org

twitter.com/nobleresinst

facebook.com/nobleresearchinstitute

linkedin.com/company/nobleresearchinstitute

youtube.com/nobleresearchinstitute

pinterest.com/nobleresearchinstitute

instagram.com/nobleresearchinstitute
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What to Consider Before
Adopting Multispecies Grazing
By Rob Cook, pasture and range consultant | rwcook@noble.org

G

razing land managers who graze multiple livestock species in the
same animal groups or on the same acres of land see ecological as
well as economic benefits that could improve the sustainability of
their operations. Multispecies grazing can be used to more effectively utilize all of the browse and forage in pastures, target weeds and brush,
and reduce parasite loads across pastures. These benefits could also lead to
increased revenues or decreased costs.
Regardless, using multiple species to capture these benefits is not always
sunny days. Including additional species on the ranch will add layers of management and an additional set of challenges. Grazing land managers who have
effectively implemented multispecies grazing were briefly interviewed and
asked to list the most difficult challenges they face. These managers operate grazing land in southern
Oklahoma, northern Texas and the Edwards Plateau area in south-central Texas. They identified fencing needs, predator issues, working facilities and veterinary care as the top challenges that grazing
land managers will face when implementing multispecies grazing.

More and more
producers are finding
that increased grazing
animal biodiversity
results in enough
benefits to overcome the
costs and challenges.

Top identified challenges for muitispecies grazing:

FENCING
NEEDS

Beef cattle operation managers who plan on
adding other species and have five-wire barbwire fencing will have a challenge keeping
sheep or goats in areas intended. Many managers have success in upgrading their fences
with the addition of a few strands of hot-wire,
while others require the conversion of barbwire
to net-wire fencing to hold back goats. This is
especially true for exterior fencing. Areas with
high densities of browse seem to be more
conducive to adding hot-wire to existing fence,
while areas with sparse stands of browse and
few forbs might require net-wire fencing. Not
only will this add varying levels of labor, but it
will also add expense to prepare the ranch for
the new management technique. Grazing land
managers will have to weigh the benefits they
will receive from multispecies grazing with the
costs of time and money to modify existing
fencing before the decision is made to adopt
this practice. Sheep could require less fence
modification than goats, but sheep may or may
not meet the manager’s goals especially when it
comes to brush suppression.

WORKING
FACILITIES

The cattle working facilities most
ranches have in place are usually
not adapted to working smaller animals such as sheep or goats. Gaps
between rails in the panels could be
too wide, and the alley widths usually
allow animals to turn around easily. This makes moving the animals
through the working pens difficult. A
separate set of pens might be needed
to facilitate working sheep and goats.
The methods and pharmaceuticals
needed to work these animals are different from cattle and will add to the
learning curve for managers who are
new to smaller animals. Many feel that
sheep and goats require more labor
to care for. Many times sheep and
goats will need their hooves trimmed
because they will not wear down. This
is very labor intensive and is an example of a management practice that
is normally not needed in beef cattle
production.

PREDATOR
ISSUES

Predation can be a major issue for sheep
and goat producers in many areas of
the Southern Great Plains. Managers use
donkeys, llamas or guard dogs to protect
herds. A good guard dog seems to be
the most effective at keeping predators
at bay. The breed of guard dog could be
a personal preference as it seems there
are good individuals from each breed
that have been developed to guard
smaller animals like sheep and goats.
Having multiple dogs could be key as it
may be trial and error to discover which
individual dog will be most conducive for
different management styles and needs.
Many producers use mobile dog sheds
for their guard dogs’ care. Regardless of
the guard animal type utilized, predator
management is an added cost and an
additional management skill that grazing
land managers must develop when adding multispecies grazing to a ranch plan.
continued on next page
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VETERINARY
CARE

Finding a veterinarian who
has experience with sheep
or goats could be an issue
in certain areas. These
animals have different diseases, parasites and other
health issues to deal with
than cattle. Veterinarians
who practice in areas with
predominantly beef production might have the
same learning curve as the
grazing managers new to
sheep and goat production.

These are just a few of
the issues that come along
with adding multiple species to a grazing operation.
As with any other decision
managers make in their
operations, the benefits
must be weighed against
the costs and challenges
to ensure that multispecies
grazing is a practice that
meets the goals, management style and skill set
of the manager. It seems
more and more producers
are finding that increased
grazing animal biodiversity
results in enough benefits
to overcome the costs and
challenges associated with
incorporating multiple species. The most beneficial
tool to help in transitioning
to this grazing type is visiting with neighbors who’ve
already worked through
these challenges to see
what has worked for them.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

OCTOBER

For more information or to register, please visit www.noble.org/events or call Danielle Pacifico
at 580-224-6376. Preregistration is requested.

| 17-18

Protected Agriculture
Conference
Hilton Garden Inn and
Noble Learning Center
Registration Fee: $25,
$40 for couples

NOVEMBER
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OCTOBER

| 26

Deer Processing
Workshop
2-6:30 p.m.
Noble Research
Institute Pavilion
Registration Fee: $20,
includes dinner

NOVEMBER

| 30

Technologies
on the Ranch

Managing Taxes for
Agricultural Producers

1:30-5:30 p.m.
Oswalt Ranch
No Registration Fee

1:30-4:30 p.m.
Southern Tech
2610 Sam Noble Pkwy.
No Registration Fee
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